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Generation of digital models of existing industrial facilities is labor intensive and expensive. The 
use of state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms can assist to reduce the modelling time and cost. 
However large databases of labelled, laser-scanned industrial facilities do not exist to date, 
henceforth training of deep learning models is not possible. Our paper solves this problem by 
proposing a new benchmark dataset, which consists of five labelled industrial plants. The labelling 
schema that we followed for the generation of this dataset is based on the frequency of appearance 
of industrial object types. We labelled the ten most frequent industrial object shapes as identified 
in previous work. We present CLOI (Channels, L-shapes, circular sections, I-shapes): a richly 
annotated large-scale repository of shapes represented by labelled point clusters. CLOI has more 
than 140 million hand labelled points and serves as the foundation for researchers who are 




Operation phase Digital Twins (DTs) are digital replicas of real-world assets (Boschert et al., 2018; 
Parrott and Lane, 2017). These assets can be tunnels, buildings, bridges or any other man-made 
assets of the built environment. A DT contains all life-cycle information of the physical asset. 
Geometric modelling is the “bottleneck” during the generation of DTs for any asset given how 
costly and time consuming it is. Geometric modelling involves the following steps: (a) primitive 
shape detection, (b) shape classification and (c) fitting. The modelling time for (b) is significant 
especially for cluttered environments with many object categories like industrial plants (Agapaki 
et al., 2018).  
 Improving the effectiveness of shape classification algorithms that take as input 3D Lidar 
data remains a challenge towards high level scene understanding solutions for built environments. 
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Given the large amounts of data that assets of the built environment constitute, there is a strong 
need for data-hungry (deep) learning methods that are tailored for 3D data. However, there are 
significant challenges to be solved to efficiently feed the deep learning algorithms with reliable 
data for shape classification. One of those is the generation of large benchmark datasets for training 
classification algorithms.   
 Manual extraction of thousands of point clusters from point clouds for a multi-
classification algorithm is a tedious process that prohibits training for the application of deep 
learning algorithms. The collected point clouds need to be annotated for supervised learning multi-
classifiers. A technique of hand labelling through crowdsourcing has emerged for images 
(Silberman et al., 2012; Song et al., 2015). For this purpose, crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (Amazon Mechanical Turk, 2018) or LabelMe (Russell et al., 2008) have been 
developed. However, it is more difficult to accomplish this task for point clouds due to the varying 
density and difficulty to interpret cluttered 3D scenes for untrained users.  
 Industrial scenes are a significant example of complex scenes with thousands of object 
categories that make hand-labelling even more time-consuming. We focused on determining the 
most labor intensive industrial object shapes to model in our previous work (Agapaki et al., 2018). 
These are in descending order of labor intensiveness: electrical conduit, straight pipes, circular 
hollow sections (CHSs), elbows, channels, solid bars, I-beams, angles, flanges and valves. We 
introduce a new point cloud database called “CLOI”. We provide the (to the best of our knowledge) 
hitherto largest collection of terrestrial laser scans of industrial plants with point-level semantic 
ground truth annotation. In total, it consists of 140 million points and class labels for each point.  
Table 1 shows the total number of labelling hours needed for the generation of CLOI and 
total number of shapes annotated by each researcher. This means that around 4 min/shape were 
needed for hand-labelling.  
 
Table 1 Total number of labor hours, total number of shapes and average labelling time per 
shape 
 
 Researcher 1 Researcher 2 Researcher 3 
Total number of hours 267.5 162.5 233 
Total number of shapes 3746 1780 4869 
Average minutes/shape 4.2 
 
It is easily distinguishable that the time needed for manual classification of each point 
cluster in large point cloud datasets is a time-consuming procedure. This necessitates the need for 
automated shape classification.  This paper is the first to generate a benchmark labelled dataset for 
industrial facilities that will enable the use of supervised deep learning algorithms. We first 
describe our labelling interface and generation of CLOI. We then show that CLOI can serve as a 
useful resource for industrial shape classification and detection applications with much higher 
overall number of labelled points compared to those already available to the research community 




State of research. Shape classification has been solved for the case of images (Krizhevsky et al., 
2012; Russakovsky et al., 2015). However, different from images that have representations as 2D 
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pixel arrays, point clouds have various 3D representations and varying point densities. Neural 
network approaches can learn in arbitrarily complex domains but typically rely on simulated 
datasets that reach the order of a few thousands so far (C. R. Qi et al., 2017(a); R. Qi et al., 2017(b); 
Shilane et al., 2004) or datasets collected from the web (Song et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015). A 
recent example, SynthCam3D, gathers a library of synthetic indoor scenes collected from various 
online 3D repositories of offices and indoor building scenes (Handa et al., 2015). Often, this is 
unrealistic in real-world data as, in general, data collection is time-consuming, inaccessible 
especially due to hazardous or radioactive chemicals in industrial environments that even drones 
may not be able to capture. Benchmark datasets of large-scale indoor spaces are limited to 
buildings and offices (Armeni et al., 2016; Dai et al., 2017). The former has around 10,000 labelled 
point clusters of indoor objects whereas the latter consists of more than 1,500 scans of indoor 
rooms. 
Benchmark datasets of outdoor scenes are widely needed in the geospatial data community. 
Segmented and classified point clouds are used for vehicle localization (Maddern et al., 2015) and 
navigation (Chu et al., 2017). Two densely annotated point clouds of urban outdoor scenes are 
semantic3D.net (Hackel et al., 2017) and Paris-Lille-3D (Roynard et al., 2018). The former 
consists of dense point clouds of a wide range of outdoor scenes (churches, streets, railroad tracks, 
squares, villages, soccer fields and castles) whereas the latter is composed of point clouds of 
outdoor scenes in Paris and Lille with more than 50 classes. 
 
Gaps in knowledge and research questions. Considering the state of practice and body of 
research reviewed above, existing benchmark datasets are used for classification of indoor and 
outdoor scenes; however no benchmark dataset exists for industrial plants. It is therefore still 
unclear how to use deep learning algorithms without the existence of an annotated dataset for these 
environments. The aim of this work is to solve this gap in knowledge by answering the following 
research questions: (a) how can we close the data gap to help unleash the full potential of deep 
learning methods for 3D labelling tasks on point clouds of industrial plants and (b) how can this 




The research described in this paper focuses on the generation of the first publicly available dataset 
of labelled point clusters of industrial plants. We describe the generation of CLOI in three basic 
steps: (a) data preparation for registered point cloud generation, (b) labelled point cluster extraction 
and (c) refinement of labelled clusters.  
 
Data collection. CLOI consists of 10 classes that cover a wide range of industrial scenes (both 
indoor and outdoor). Five laser scanned industrial facilities were used for the generation of CLOI 
as shown in Figure 1. Three facilities were warehouses, one was a petrochemical plant and the 
fifth an oil processing refinery. These facilities are anonymized since rights are reserved by 
AVEVA Group Plc. and British Petroleum. All datasets were obtained using static terrestrial laser 
scanners. The scanner setup and scan frequency of these facilities is not available, since data was 
collected by industrial partners.  
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Figure 1 (a) Oil refinery, (b) warehouse 1, (b) warehouse 2, (d) warehouse 3 and (e) 
processing unit. 
Assumptions. CLOI consists of the most important industrial shapes as identified in Agapaki et 
al., 2018. We provide the definitions of these shapes below. We define angles as roll-formed steel 
angles that have “L” shape. The legs of the “L” shape have equal or unequal length. Channels refer 
mostly to steel beams with C-shape. CHSs refer to cylinders that support pipes, cylindrical 
structural columns and handrails. Conduit refers to the tubes that protect electric wiring. Elbows 
are tubes that have 90º or 45º angle. Flanges refer to plates or rings at the end of pipes. We define 
I-beams as the structural steel beams that have I-shape. Pipes are tubes that carry liquids and gases. 
Valves refer to all the devices that control the flow of liquids through the pipelines. We cover all 
types of valves across our datasets (globe, ball, gate, butterfly, diaphragm, plug, check, needle, 
pinch valve). Other refers to any other point clusters that do not belong in the above-mentioned 
classes. 
 
Data preparation. The first step in our pipeline is to prepare and register the laser scanned point 
clouds, so that they can be used in the commercial, manual labelling platform for industrial plants, 
LFM (“LFM Software,” 2016). The organogram of the dataset is presented in Figure 2. The source 
data of our laser scanned facilities are scans, panoramic images and Bubble Views (photorealistic 
views) generated in LFM. We first manually removed outliers (vegetation, reflectance outside 
windows) and registered the laser scans using Cloud to Cloud registration in LFM Gateway. LFM 
Gateway is then used to generate a dataset from all the source registered scans. The generation 
process involves to spatially index all the returns in the registered scans into a single dataset [*.lfd 
and points\*points] along with the scan positions. We then used LFM Server to access the single 
dataset to access the scanner returns to define the point clusters, removing the need to define 
clusters for each scan.  
 
Labelled point cluster extraction. The researchers manually defined bounding volumes of the 10 
most important industrial shapes and extracted the points inside these volumes in ASCII format. 
An example of a user selected bounding volume and the extracted shape is shown in Figure 3. The 
labelled clusters are organized in separate folders based on the shape that they belong to and can 
be directly used for training supervised learning algorithms. 
 
Refinement of labelled clusters. The researchers inspected the labelled clusters, removed outliers 
manually and refined the clusters by using the Statistical Outlier Removal (SOR) filter (Rusu and 
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Cousins, 2011). There were cases where the rectangular bounding volumes could not capture 
irregular or adjacent shapes. For these cases, the researchers used CloudCompare 
(“Cloudcompare,” 2016) to refine the selection of points by defining polygons around the object 
of interest. The extracted point clusters contain XYZ and intensity values. The labelled point 
clusters are then demolished, the laser returns are marked as demolished [*.points] and the 
geometric definition of the demolition is stored in the [demolition.sqlite] files (Figure 2). 
 
 
Figure 2 Organogram of CLOI 
 
 
Figure 3 (a) Example of user selected bounding volume in LFM Server and (b) corresponding 




CLOI consists of 12,125 shapes distributed in 10 classes. The frequency of appearance of each 
class across the five industrial facilities is shown in Figure 4(a) and the distribution of shapes in 
CLOI is shown in Figure 4(b). We observe that there is variation in the frequency of appearance 
of channels, conduit and CHSs (~10-25%) across different datasets. This is attributed to the 
different use of each industrial plant. We also compare the distribution of shapes in CLOI with the 
average distribution of the same shapes as identified in our previous work (Agapaki et al., 2018). 
We observe that the percentages of all shapes in CLOI align with those in our previous work except 
those of elbows (15% in CLOI and 5% in Agapaki et al., 2018) and other (12.5% in CLOI and 5% 
in Agapaki et al., 2018). These disparities can be attributed to the diversity of industrial scenes. 
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Comparison with existing benchmarks. We compare the volume of data of the largest existing 
benchmark datasets to CLOI. We observe that the total number of labelled clusters in CLOI is an 
order of magnitude larger compared to the S3DS (indoor scenes), Paris-Lille-3D and 
Semantic3D.net (outdoor scenes) as shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Comparison of CLOI with other benchmark datasets 
Dataset Total number of labelled clusters 
S3DS 5,862 




The quality of manual classification and quantity of data in the CLOI dataset will enable deep 
learning application on the labelled clusters. The choice of many different data sources was based 
not only on detecting numerous shape classes present in parts of an industrial plant but also in 
different industrial environments. Each industrial facility serves as a training base for tests on the 
others. The classification benchmark dataset is released with this publication and can be found in 
this link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Nale4OK6BCdAZ94w1BVdBokW2wfgwS1_1. 
 
 
Figure 4 Frequency of appearance of the 10 industrial shapes of CLOI  
                                                             
1 DOI released after publication: 10.6084/m9.figshare.7355141  
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CONCLUSION 
In this paper we presented the CLOI dataset and the interest of having this benchmark dataset for 
the scientific community to improve the techniques of automated classification of industrial 
scenes. Important characteristics of our benchmark are high quality of segmentation and 
classification (the annotation of each point was done manually), the wide variety of most important 
industrial object classes and the large volumes of labelled clusters that makes it useful for deep 
learning applications. It is important to note that CLOI is the largest annotated dataset compared 
to its predecessors in other applications and the first of its kind on point clouds of industrial plants. 
The use of this dataset is not only limited on industrial shape classification, but also on definitions 
of contextual relationships between the classified objects and object detection. Some other 
applications of CLOI include generation of the connectivity relationships of point clusters to create 
digital models of these facilities and image classification of the panoramic images taken from the 
laser scanners based on labels per point. Researchers can also use the “Other” object class to 
annotate other industrial shapes that they are interested in. We hope that CLOI will pave the way 
for deep learning methods in these applications. 
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